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To:  Google Lunar XPRIZE
Notification for Launch Contact
We are informing you that we intend the submit the following for a verification of a launch
execution with a date of launch in Q4 2017.

Mission Overview
“Skylark-A10” a 35 kg / 1 kg / rideshare satellite, will be owned and operated by Adobri
to be used in the Google Lunar XPRIZE mission to achieve a Lunar Orbit. The craft will
utilize a series of rocket motors to achieve Lunar orbit. Upon arrival to Lunar orbit the
satellite will take images of the Lunar surface and send the images back to Earth to
attempt to claim the Google Lunar XPRIZE sub-prizes. More importantly, confirming a
cost effective approach for a delivery system to Lunar orbit.
Launch Arrangements
1. Rideshare flight with Synergy Moon provided by interorbital system.
2. 1kg payload delivery to near lunar location within 6,000km by interorbital system.
3. Simultaneously working on a Launch possibility for a mission described under
“MIssion Overview” Skylark-A10 using ISRO’s PSLV.
Please note, the first available scenario described above in the Launch Arrangements will be
executed first.

Copy of Launch Contact
1. Signed contract with Interorbital is attached in the package. We are working with
interorbital using clause seven, “S
 cheduled Launch Slot Transfer: All pre-purchased
launches are transferable, but only with the written permission and approval of
Interorbital Systems.” of the contract to change the Launch slot date and mission to 1kg
payload delivery to near lunar location within 6,000km.
2. Contact with ISRO is in envelope approval stage of Skylark-A10.
Evidence of Financial Commitment / Capability
1.

Rideshare with Synergy Moon will be based on technical contribution to the mission
provided by Team Plan B. Additionally to the technical contribution, initial payment for
the contract for 1 kg to interorbital will be transferred to the mission.
2. Attached in the package is a copy of payment to interorbital allowing us to use exercise
clause seven of the launch contract with Interobital.
3. ISRO’s PSLV, Team Plan B advisors are looking to close the finances for the launch of
Skylark-A10.

Sincerely
Alex Dobrianski
Team Lead, Team Plan B
Adobri Solutions Ltd

